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With its rapid surge in popularity, are on-demand services like Über and Divvy the city’s 
next transit system? Let’s find out. The DeTerminal station (pictured here at Pulaski and 
Peterson) looks to update that least integrated piece of CTA real estate, the dedicated 
bus turnaround station, by inviting new forms of urban movement. Modified bike-share 
stations, car-share pickup areas and online shopping drop-off lockers expand the reach of 
bus stations beyond their nearby walkable distances. DeTerminal reimagines underused 
and vital real estate in ways that could not have been anticipated when the bus 
turnarounds were first built.  

Ward 39

The 39th ward defines a seam at the edge of Chicago. Opportunities stemming 
from high volumes of users and quantity of public transport nodes diminishes 
toward neighborhoods of similar density at the border of the city.  This project seeks 
to recalibrate terminals for existing CTA bus routes in order to better utilize 
emerging technological developments in mobility as well as facilitate new programs 
to better serve local residents.  Eroding the notion of a border with the suburbs, this 
project can open CTA use by residents outside of Chicago. A variety of interventions 
will be coordinated, such as bike parking and interiorized temporary workspaces.  
Constraints from the standardized bus terminal site dimensions force a thinking of 
‘when’ something happens alongside ‘where’.   Popular bike share models in 
Chicago can to adapt to the edge of the city by allowing overnight trips to and from 
home. Better designed nodes for pickup by drivers or even driverless vehicles can 
increase profitability while cutting down on commute time.  Flexibility between 
multiple activities requires components that can adapt and reconfigure over time. 
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